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Coercivity of a percolative magnetic system
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A model that describes the behavior of the coercivityHc , of coalescing Ni films, as a percolation phenom-
enon is presented. We show that there is a nonmonotonic dependence, of the coercive field as a function of the
occupation probabilityp. This behavior is a function of cluster size and topology, and is independent of the
growth direction of the thin film. Based on these ideas we predict theoretically, and confirm experimentally, the
dependence ofHc as a function of external magnetic field orientation. For a@111# oriented fcc film, ifp is less
than the percolation thresholdpcr , a sixfold symmetry is observed. However, ifp'pcr the percolation is
isotropic.
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The concept of percolation was introduced in the realm
science by Broadbent and Hammersley1 in 1957. Since then
it has been applied to many problems in completely differ
fields, ranging from natural sciences to sociologic
phenomena.2 In physics, percolation has been useful in t
study of microscopic3 as well as macroscopic phenomena4,5

In particular, granular systems inherently prone to perco
tion, have experimentally shown magnetic anomalies w
the grains are magnetic. Paninaet al.6 found that the effec-
tive magnetic permeability of composite materials contain
small Fe particles~of 1 –2 mm size! tends to zero near th
percolation threshold. Xiao and Chien7 observed that acros
the whole volume fraction range, in granular Fe-(SiO2) sol-
ids, magnetic coercivity experiences dramatic variations
to the change of grain size and percolation effects. In t
films the relation between magnetism and percolation a
has been investigated: for example, the transition from
perparamagnetism to ferromagnetism,8 while recently
Gor’kov and Kresin9 studied the transition from paramag
netic to conducting ferromagnetic phases of manganites
percolation theory. Moreover, Choiet al.10 observed that the
coercivity Hc of Ni films, whose magnetic and structur
properties are found in the literature,11 exhibits a nonmono-
tonic behavior, related to topological morphology chang
which coincides with the onset of percolation. However,
theoretical ideas have been advanced which directly con
coercivity and percolation.

In order to study changes inHc as a function of morphol-
ogy in Ni, Choi et al.10 performed a well controlled experi
ment evaporating Ni films, by molecular beam epita
~MBE!, on top of various thicknesstCu copper buffer layers.
The morphology of the Cu buffer layer changes withtCu.
First isolated copper clusters form, but astCu increases pairs
of clusters coalesce. As more Cu is deposited a critical th
ness is reached and the Ni covered Cu clusters percolat
order to assure that all changes in the coercivity of Ni are
only to changes in morphology, all other structural para
eters of the epitaxial Ni were kept constant. These par
eters include: the thickness~100 Å!, the level of contamina-
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tion, the growth parameters, the capping layer width~150 Å
of Al !, the ~111! crystalline orientation perpendicular to th
substrate, and the mosaic spread. All these structural
chemical properties were checked usingin situ Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy~AES!, reflection high energy electron dif
fraction ~RHEED!, low energy electron diffraction~LEED!
and ex situx-ray diffraction ~XRD!, scanning electron mi-
croscopy~SEM!, and atomic force microscopy~AFM!.

Two major variations of the coercivityHc become appar-
ent as the morphology reaches the percolation threshold
magnitude ofHc changes in a nonmonotonic fashion and t
in-plane angular anisotropy changes as well. Both of th
display a distinct feature, which coincides with the cross
of the percolation threshold. Our theoretical model expla
these two distinct features, that is:~i! the magnitude ofHc as
a function of the copper substrate thickness; and~ii ! the de-
pendence ofHc on the direction of the applied fieldH. The
model shows thatHc , as a function of site occupation prob
ability p, has a nonmonotonic dependence due to the fr
tional variation of the cluster sizes and their topology,
they form during the film deposition process, and it is a
shows that this behavior is independent of the growth dir
tion of the magnetic film. Moreover, also the symmetry
Hc , whenp'pcr , is in quantitative agreement with exper
ment.

Our model focuses upon the morphological changes
take place during the growth of a thin film, which in its ear
stage is characterized by a homogeneous distribution of
small islands. When additional material is deposited th
islands grow in size, due to the large mobility of the sm
droplets, until coalescence sufficient for percolation
achieved. Based on this the coercivityHc(p), as a function
of occupation probabilityp, can be understood assuming th
the magnetization reversal mechanism depends on clu
size and topology:~i! if the particles are smaller than a ce
tain critical sizezcr , of the order of a domain wall,Hc is
large, due to the fact that for such particles wall nucleation
energetically unfavorable. Consequently, the magnetiza
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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reversal proceeds, for instance, through coherent rotatio
the spins;12 ~ii ! for simply connected particles, whose siz
are greater thanzcr , the coercive fieldHc is smaller than the
former since now a domain wall13 can nucleate. Thus, th
magnetization reversal is achieved by processes that req
less energy, predominantly by domain wall nucleation a
displacement; and~iii ! larger clusters may be multiply con
nected and the domain walls might get pinned by the vo
especially if these are of considerable size. Thus, when
fraction of voids is large enough the inversion mechani
depends both on cluster size and topology, since domain
formation is likely, but their propagation is hindered by pi
ning to the voids that are present.

As usualHc is defined as the reversal field required
achieve zero magnetization. To determine the coercivity
introduce the reduced magnetizationMm(H), which corre-
sponds to the quotient between the actual and the satur
magnetization of a single cluster. The indicesm5s, b, and
v label clusters of the type~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii !, as described
above. Thus, the analytic expression for the film magnet
tion M (H) is

M ~H !5rsMs~H !1rvM v~H !1~12rs2rv!Mb~H !,
~1!

where rm is the fractional area occupied by each type
clusters. Consequently we obtain the coercivityHc solving
the equationM (Hc)50.

The fractional areasrs andrv , of the different type clus-
ters, are obtained by using the Monte Carlo technique.14 In
this algorithm each of theL sites of a lattice is occupied by
particle with probabilityp. This produces a configuration o
Lp particles. A cluster is defined as follows: two occupi
sites belong to same cluster if they are nearest neighb
The calculation is iterated keeping all the parameters~system
size and occupation probability! fixed and changing the con
figuration the particles adopt. The final values ofrs andrv
are obtained averaging over a number of random config
tions. Convergence is obtained after 103 Monte Carlo steps
and averaging over ten random configuration.

We now formulate a criterion to classify a cluster as b
longing to type~iii ! as defined above. Designating asf the
ratio between the number of empty sites inside a clusterhe
and the number of occupied sites in the same clusterho , that
is f 5he /ho , we classify the cluster as belonging to cla
~iii ! if f . f cr .

Moreover, we make the following simple assumption: th
only two types of islands are important, as far as magn
properties are concerned. Clusters of type~i! and ~iii !, with
broader loops, switch by magnetization rotation, while
larger type~ii ! ones, with narrower loops, only switch afte
they nucleate a domain wall. To obtainHc as a function ofp
we need to know the form ofMs(H)5M v(H) and Mb(H)
in the regionH50 to Hb , and we denote asHb andHs the
broad and narrow loop values, respectively. The approxi
tions we use to fit the experimental relations between m
netization and applied fieldMm(H) are

Mm~H !5Mr tanhS H1Hm

2qm
D , ~2!
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whereMr is the reduced remanent magnetization,m5s and
b, andqm

21 is proportional to the slope of the correspondi
hysteresis loop atMm50.

The results of implementing the model outlined above
given in Fig. 1. As expected, the fractional area of sm
clustersrs'1 for p!1, and decreases tors'0 asp grows.
On the other hand, the fractional arearv'0 for p!1 and
grows very fast when the percolation threshold is a
proached. Finally,rv undergoes an abrupt drop when th
dominant contribution is due to the formation of large clu
ters without voids. The kinks ofrv arise from finite-size
effects. Replacing the numerical data obtained forrs andrv ,
and combining Eq.~2! with M (Hc)50, we obtain the coer-
civity as a function ofp as displayed in the insert of Fig
1~a!.

In order to make further progress an assumption has to
made on the unknown relation between the experiment
measured10 copper layer thicknesstCu andp. We choose the
simplest alternative: a linear relation. The two values
quired to determine this fit are chosen as follows:~i! the
minimum ofHc ; and~ii ! the value for whichHc versusp, in
the insert of Fig. 1, ceases to be flat as a function oftCu. This
yields

tCu@Å #5780p1650. ~3!

The above fit is certainly not unique, but depends on
value we adopt forzcr . Consequently, this fit is valid only
for 650<tCu@Å #<1430. However, the results forHc we
obtain for 650<tCu@Å # are insensitive to this choice an

FIG. 1. ~a! Small cluster fractional area as a function ofp, which
is related to the Cu thickness through Eq.~3!. ~b! Fractional area of
large clusters with voids as a function ofp. The insert is the coer-
civity Hc ~Oe! as a function of Cu thicknesstCu ~Å! observed ex-
perimentally at 5 K. The continuous~dashed! line is obtained using
our model for a 100031000 triangular~square! lattice. The param-
eters used areMr50.69, qs5qb550 (Oe), zcr52, and f cr

50.5. The circles are experimental data from Choiet al.
1-2
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thus we refrain from postulating a more sophisticated
which would imply additional parameters.

On the basis of the experiments we adoptMr50.69 for
both switching mechanisms, since it was observed thatMr
does not dependtCu. For the slopes we adoptqs5qb
550 (Oe), and stress the fact that the main features ofHc
5Hc(p) do not depend on the detailed form ofMs(H) and
Mb(H). In fact, we found no significant changes in the b
havior of Hc for two extreme cases:~a! a rectangular hys-
teresis loop, and~b! assuming linear fits ofMs(H) @Mb(H)#
which go throughHs @Hb# and Mr . Always ~i! if p!pcr
thenHc versusp is flat, since a single switching mechanis
dominates and thusHc5Hs ; ~ii ! independent of the form o
Ms(H) and Mb(H) a minimum is obtained around the pe
colation thresholdpcr ; and,~iii ! a maximum ofHc appears
for p.pcr , which decays to the minimum value ofHc asp
grows. This behavior is insensitive to the form ofMs(H) and
Mb(H). We employed the valuef cr50.5 in the insert Fig.
1~a!; changing the latter only narrows or enhances the wi
of the p.pcr maximum. The fact that theHc versustCu,
displayed in the insert, is similar both for triangular a
square lattices is a strong indication that this behavio
universal, i.e., does not depend on the growth direction of
thin film.

On the other hand, the angular dependence of the coe
ity is also modified by percolation. For the small clusters
consider a single domain thin film, with its surface orient
in the @111# direction. In spherical coordinates the directio
of the magnetizationMW is defined by the anglesu andf that
MW makes with the Cartesian axes (z axis is oriented along
the @111# direction, while thex axis is parallel to the@ 1̄10#
direction!. The film parameters are defined as follows:K is
an effective anisotropy constant and M0 is the saturation
magnetization. The external fieldH is confined to thex,y
plane, andfH is the angle betweenH andx.

Three terms contribute to the total energy~per unit vol-
ume! ET : the magnetocrystalline anisotropyEK , the Zee-
man termEZ and the magnetostatic energyEM . EK deter-
mines the easy magnetization directions, which lie along
diagonals of the cubic cell~in the @111#, @1̄11#, @11̄1#, and

@111̄# directions!. In this coordinate system

EK52
A2

3
K sin3u cosu sin~3f!1

K

12
cos2u ~627 cos2u!,

~4!

EZ52HM0 sinu cos~f2uH!, ~5!

EM522pNM0
2 sin2u, ~6!

where N is the demagnetizing factor. Defining the dime
sionless energy«53ET /K, we can write

«5«12h sinu cos~f2uH!, ~7!

where «153(EK1EM)/K and h53M0H/K. For equilib-
rium it is required that]«/]u50 and]«/]f50. Stable~un-
stable! equilibrium is attained if the determinant of the ass
ciated Hessian matrix is positive~negative!. As the
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~negative! field intensityH is increased,M rotates first gradu-
ally and then abruptly towards the unstable field directio
Analytically this is fulfilled when one of the following con
ditions is satisfied:]2«/]u250 or ]2«/]f250.

The dimensionless fieldh can thus be evaluated. How
ever, only the lowest negative eigenvalue obtained forh is
physically meaningful; we make sure that this correspond
a crossover from a minimum to a maximum by checking
sign of ]3«/]u3. Figure 2 compares the results of these c
culations with experiment; the error bars of the latter a
smaller than the size of the dots in the figure. The parame
used in the computations are:M05500 G,15 K
52022 erg/cm3,16 and the demagnetization factorN
50.05. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of the anisotro
axes of magnetic clusters around the mean orientation,
found analytically thatK is reduced16 in good agreemen
with the fits obtained from Fig. 2.

Hc has a sixfold symmetry, related to the fact that we a
dealing with the~111! face. However, an additional cond
tion is also required: that the spins adopt a small out of
~111! plane component, since otherwise the sixfold symm
try is quenched. Thus, as the system is rotated around
@111# axis @perpendicular to the~111! plane# the spins are
barely drawn towards the easy@111# axis, all in satisfactory
agreement with experiment.17

On the other hand, when the percolation thresholdpcr is
reached, the system behavior is dominated by the large c
ters. In that case, the dipolar interaction becomes larger
has the effect of aligning in plane the total magnetization
the cluster. Thus the anisotropy energyEK(u5p/2)50 is
independent off, which was verified experimentally17 as
shown in Fig. 2. A very small orientation dependence of

FIG. 2. CoercivityHc as a function of the magnetic field direc
tion fH . The continuous line is the theoretical sixfold fit of th
experimental data depicted, forp!pcr , by the full dots. The full
squares illustrate the isotropic dependence ofHc versusfH for p
'pcr , which corresponds totCu5100 nm, measured at room tem
perature. The experimental error is smaller than the size of the
dots and squares.
1-3
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coercive field is observed beyond the percolation limit wh
may be understood as follows: reversal in that limit tak
place by domain-wall nucleation followed by wall motio
Nucleation may be sensitive to orientation, but since it ta
place in only a small fraction of a cluster, and since the r
of wall motion is presumably much less sensitive to orien
tion, the overall anisotropic effect is very small.

In conclusion, we have developed a model which displ
and provides an understanding for the relation between
ercivity Hc and percolation. This relation is a consequence
morphological changes in the magnetic system and was
cently observed experimentally.10 We showed that the ob
served behavior is due to a geometric property of tw
dimensional lattices, in particular, to the relative number
clusters larger and smaller than a critical size. Small s
clusters switch their magnetization, under an external fi
through simple spin rotation. The larger clusters reverse t
magnetization, by nucleation and motion of domain walls

Below the percolation thresholdpcr most of the clusters
are small, and thus theHc versustCu relation in Fig. 1 is flat.
The decrease ofHc is related to the increase in the number
ilo

on
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large clusters, until they exceed the number of small on
allowing a crossover from magnetization rotation to doma
wall nucleation and motion, to be the dominant magneti
tion switching mechanism. However, there is an increase
Hc , in the vicinity of pcr , since inside the clusters the pre
ence of internal nearest neighbors empty sites pin
domain-wall displacement. Finally,Hc decreases up to its
continuous film value, since asp grows a single large cluste
forms. We have also shown that, when a fcc film is grown
the @111# orientation, a sixfold symmetry ofHc for p,pcr

exists, which crosses over to an isotropic behavior forp
'pcr .
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